In article the comparative analysis of differential and integrated consideration of thermodynamic process is carried out. It is shown that use of the rule of replacement of variables of integration leads to correct output of main thermodynamic functions (an enthalpy, Helmholtz's function and Gibbs's function). It occurs through integrated consideration of thermodynamic process when
Introduction
Thermodynamic functions are widely applied in the theory of metallurgical processes and in power system - [1 -7] .
At a conclusion of the equations for the isochoric -isothermal potential of F (Helmholtz's energy) and the isobaric -isothermal potential of G (Gibbs's energy) at the same time it is possible to allocate and distinguish two approaches. It is possible to call the first approach differential - [4] [5] [6] [7] , and the second approach -integrated - [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However in literature the distinctive and similar parties of these two aren't considered and, differing approaches at a conclusion of the main equations for thermodynamic processes aren't analyzed. In the present article we will carry out the analysis, theoretical justification and we will specify in what actually similarity and distinction of these two approaches at a conclusion of basic formulas for thermodynamic functions.
Decision of the task
At the beginning we will consider a conclusion of the main equations on the basis of differential ratios, following results of works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will write down the first law of thermodynamics in a look 2 At the beginning we will consider a conclusion of the main equations on the basis of differential ratios, following results of works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will write down the first law of thermodynamics in a look .
To both parts (1) we will add Vdp [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will rewrite (2) in the form of [4] [5] [6] [7] .
From (3) follows that an enthalpy (4) is function of a condition of system and function of two independent variables [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We subtract SdT from both members of equation (1) and we will write down it in the form of [4] [5] [6] [7] :
(1)
To both parts (1) we will add Vdp [4] [5] [6] [7] 2 differential ratios, following results of works [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will rewrite (2) in the form of [4] [5] [6] [7] 2 .
From (3) follows that an enthalpy
is function of a condition of system and function of two independent variables [4] [5] [6] [7] 2
.
From (6) follows .
From (7) it is visible that size
F=U-TS
is function of a condition of system (U, S) and full differential of some function which depends on two independent V and T variables. This function F is called isochoricisothermal potential [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Further, on the basis of the analysis of the equation for full differential Conclusion of the known formulas is made for P, S, - [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will consider an equation conclusion for isobaric and isothermal potential now. To both members of equation (1) we will add the size and we will write down (1) in the form of [4] [5] [6] [7] .
From (10) after transformations we will receive (6) From (6) follows .
From (10) after transformations we will receive
is function of a condition of system (U, S) and full differential of some function which depends on two independent V and T variables. This function F is called isochoric-isothermal potential [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Further, on the basis of the analysis of the equation for full differential
Conclusion of the known formulas is made for P, S, - [4] [5] [6] [7] .
From (10) after transformations we will receive .
Follows from formulas (4) and (11) that (9) Further, on the basis of the analysis of the equation for full differential .
Follows from formulas (4) and (11) that
Conclusion of the known formulas is made for P, S, C V - [4] [5] [6] [7] .
We will consider an equation conclusion for isobaric and isothermal potential now. To both members of equation (1) we will add the size .
Follows from formulas (4) and (11) that .
and we will write down (1) in the form of [4] [5] [6] [7] 3 .
Follows from formulas (4) and (11) is function of a condition of system and full differential of function from two independent variables [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Useful formulas for V,S follow from the following formula for full differential - [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10] .
From the above it is visible that for an enthalpy of H, izokhorno-isothermal F and isobaric and isothermal G potential, a conclusion on the basis of differential ratios is represented obvious and logically consecutive. Visually are established on what independent variables they depend, you watch the equations (5), (9), (12) . Formulas for final (integrated) expressions (4), (8) , (13) follow from the equations for full differentials.
We will consider some results of a conclusion of the same equations on the basis of integrated consideration, so-called integrated approach now, using results of works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] .
At the same time at the beginning some G, F, H functions which are presented by the integrated equations (4), (8), (13) - [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] are just entered into consideration. Then the full differentials of these functions expressed by formulas (2), (3), (5) -(7) are calculated, (10) - (12) .
Further, using the received systems of the equations in a differential form, we come to equality (1).
It is possible to call this way of the proof "reverse motion". Going from some integrated formulas (13), (8) , (4), we come to the equation (1) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Arrival to a formula (1) serves as the proof of correctness of integrated formulas. At the seeming evidence and simplicity, this way of the proof of a correctness of formulas (4), (8) , (13) possesses that shortcoming what doesn't answer a question and from where have undertaken, initially from where integrated formulas (4), (8) and (13) have appeared?
There is the following question. What will be (what will change) if we consider the forward stroke of the proof given above on the basis of integration of the differential equations (1), (5), (9) , (12) for final process between points 1 and 2, you watch figures 1 and 2 ?
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In figure 1 thermodynamic process in P-V coordinates from works is shown [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . The proof is carried out on the basis of consideration of thermodynamic work in two of her versions: PdV and VdP for process between two points 1-2 [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Thus, on the basis of the analysis of the schedule of thermodynamic process the following formula [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is proved , (14) where -work against pressure forces.
Formula (14) we call integrated because final expression for H (formula 4) turns out integration of (1) under zero entry conditions. Also final differential expression , turns out, you watch a formula (4).
where ,
where -work against pressure forces.
Formula (14) we call integrated because final expression for H (formula 4) turns out at integration of (1) under zero entry conditions. Also final differential expression = , turns out, you watch a formula (4).
-work against pressure forces.
Formula (14) we call integrated because final expression for H (formula 4) turns out at integration of dQ (1) under zero entry conditions. Also final differential expression ,
, (14) where -work ag Formula (14) we call integrate integration of (1) under zer , turns out, you watch a f , turns out, you watch a formula (4).
From (14) the proof of an integrated formula (4) also follows. Now, following the logic of calculations used in works [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , we will carry out a conclusion of the main integrated equations (4), (8), (13) . Our difference is expressed only that we in addition use the schedule of any thermodynamic process in T-S coordinates. Change of thermodynamic functions in the intervals final (limited), fixed, between points 1-2 is considered.
In figure 2 the schedule of any thermodynamic process in T -S coordinates is shown. 
From consideration of this drawing it is visible that
where -the area of a figure limited to points of .
On the basis of (15) we will receive that .
Further on the basis of (14) and (15) we will receive 
Further on the basis of (14) and (15) we will receive -the area of a figure limited to points of 
Further on the basis of (14) and (15) we will receive .
On the basis of (15) we will receive that 
Further on the basis of (14) and (15) we will receive (14) and (15) we will receive
Integrated formulas (8) and (13) directly follow from a formula (17) .
At the same time used the graphic analysis of thermodynamic process in T-S and P-V coordinates in common.
Thus we have proved that the basic thermodynamic formulas for Gibbs's function -G, Helmholtz -F and enthalpies -H it is possible to bring out of integrated consideration of thermodynamic process correctly. When all changes of the main sizes happen in final (limited, fixed) limits, points 1-2 in figure 2 . From the integrated equation (17) it is also visible that variables for the G- (13) From the point of view of mechanics force is function from the passable way of F=F (s).
From this it follows that the following function is integrated. It is standard.
However, in mechanics it isn't accepted to integrate as work expression .
. (17) Integrated formulas (8) and (13) directly follow from a formula (17) .
Thus we have proved that the basic thermodynamic formulas for Gibbs's function -G, Helmholtz -F and enthalpies -H it is possible to bring out of integrated consideration of thermodynamic process correctly. When all changes of the main sizes happen in final (limited, fixed) limits, points 1-2 in figure 2 . From the integrated equation (17) it is also visible that variables for the G-(13) function are P and T. Therefore, integrated consideration leads without any complications to the same obvious results, as differential consideration. At the same time, the initial, starting moment is the physical law of conservation and transformation of energy expressed in thermodynamic sizes -(1).
By consideration of mechanical work which is spent for change of volume of gas the formula [8-
13] is used 6
By consideration of mechanical work which is spent for change of volume of gas the formula [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] is used where F-force, N, the s-passable way, m, P-pressure, Pa, V-the volume, m 3 .
From the point of view of mechanics force is function from the passable way of F=F (s).
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function can always have an inverse function of
However, in mechanics it isn't accepted to integrate as work expression . . Therefore, by consideration of some physical processes function and an independent variable (argument) aren't rearranged by places at integration. The thermodynamics shows us that such shift by places when the argument turns into function, and function plays an argument role (an independent variable) it makes a certain physical sense. As an important example we will give definition of entropy of 
, which express the first law of thermodynamics and the law of energy conservation in moving volume are presented, you look also [5] [6] [7] : 
, On the basis of comparison of two various records (types) of the law of energy conservation (the law of thermodynamics) in [5-9, 11, 12] for specific work of expansion of gas the following equation
, However, at a conclusion of the equation (20) in certain cases can make a mechanical mistake. In our opinion, the first law of thermodynamics in her expanded record, or in other words, the law of energy conservation in the moving volume of a gas stream taking into account different types of transformation and change of energy, it is necessary to write down in the form of (18) or in the following look .
At the same time it is necessary to consider that expansion work already contains it (is included) in gas l pushing through work , = [J/kg].
Presence of the following two members ,
in the right part of these equations means that they also, as well as other functions (24) are equivalent and absolutely independent variables for function
At the same time it is necessary to consider that expansion work .
At the same time it is necessary to consider that expansion work already co (is included) in gas l pushing through work ,
in the right part of these equations means that they also, as well as other functions (24) are equivalent and absolutely independent variables for function . 
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At the same time we assume that there are unambiguous (continuous) inverse functions
At the same time it is necessary to consider that expansion work already contains it (is included) in gas l pushing through work ,
in the right part of these equations means that they also, as well as other functions .
t the same time it is necessary to consider that expansion work already contains it is included) in gas l pushing through work ,
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are equivalent and absolutely independent variables for function .
At the same time we assume that there are unambiguous (continuous) inverse functions .
At the same time, from the point of view of physics of process of . Therefore,
At the same time we assume that there are unambiguous (continuous) inverse
At the same time, from the point of view of physics of process of . Therefore, formulas (18), (21) are true. Our these representations are confirmed also by results of work [14] . Therefore, the equations (18), (21) (18) and (21), the size and -formulas (20), (22) - (24) can't be connected directly among themselves in any way.
At the same time, from the point of view of physics of process of 8 At the same time we assume that there are unambiguous (continuous) inverse functions .
. Therefore, formulas (18), (21) are true. Our these representations are confirmed also by results of work [14] .
Therefore, the equations (18), (21) Existence of some physical law, (18), (19), (21) doesn't mean similar at all that between his independent variables surely there has to be some direct functional link of
Existence of some physical law, (18), (19), (21) doesn't mean similar at all that between his independent variables surely there has to be some direct functional link of .
In which there is no binding member , watch a formula (20).
It should be noted that work of pushing through of doesn't appear "automatically" when replacing the variable on , you watch formulas (19) - (23) as it can seem in certain cases.
The matter is that work of pushing through of is absolutely independent variable in the general expression (18). Work of pressure at pushing through of liquid volume can be performed by external foreign forces.
Formulas (18), (21) It should be noted that work of pushing through of
Formulas (18), (21) can also be brought out of the general law of energy conservation in the moving final volume of liquid or gas [15 -a formula (11)], [16] . For this case we will Existence of some physical law, (18), (19), (21) doesn't mean similar at all that between his independent variables surely there has to be some direct functional link of .
The matter is that work of pushing through of is absolutely independent variable in the general expression (18). Work of pressure at pushing through of liquid volume can be performed by external foreign forces. Carrying out some transformations and calculations similar to that which are carried out in work [15] , we have proved that from an integrated formula (26) the equations for final you watch formulas (19) - (23) as it can seem in certain cases.
The matter is that work of pushing through of l p,v is absolutely independent variable in the general expression (18). Work of pressure at pushing through of liquid volume can be performed by external foreign forces.
Formulas (18), (21) can also be brought out of the general law of energy conservation in the moving final volume of liquid or gas [15 -a formula (11)], [16] . For this case we will formulate the law of energy conservation in the form of the following integrated ratio, fair for the mobile final volume of the continuous environment
9
The matter is that work of pushing through of is absolutely independent variable in the general expression (18). Work of pressure at pushing through of liquid volume can be performed by external foreign forces. Carrying out some transformations and calculations similar to that which are carried out in work [15] , we have proved that from an integrated formula (26) the equations for final thermodynamic process (18), (21) turn out. The formula (26) differs from a formula (11) from work to [15] those that at the right part there is an additional member for technical work m tech l , J/kg.
Using a formula for differentiation of the integral taken on mobile volume we will receive [15] Using a formula for differentiation of the integral taken on mobile volume we will 
full derivative of a total energy of some final volume of the moving environment.
Substituting (27) - (29) in (26), we will receive the equation
We will consider that 
Substituting (27) - (29) in (26), we will receive the equation 
Substituting (27) - (29) in (26), we will receive the equation tensor of superficial pressure forces, n -a single normal to a surface of the considered volume.
As integration volume same for all members, all integrals it is possible to unite in one general integral. Rejecting integral, leaving only under integrated expression, from (30) it is possible to receive 
The analysis shows that the equation (34) 
where at each member the sign means change in a final interval, for example p = 
where at each member the sign means change in a final interval, for example p = Thus, differential ratios and vice versa follow from the integrated description, these two methods of the description are absolutely equivalent with each other on the end result for thermodynamic sizes.
In work [15] it is proved that formulas (members) (32) and (33) turn out not only as a result of expansion of volume border. Leads to the same formulas also presence of a convective stream of weight and energy through the closed fixed surface which limits the set elementary volume of the ial ratios and vice versa follow from the integrated description, these two escription are absolutely equivalent with each other on the end result for izes.
t is proved that formulas (members) (32) and (33) turn out not only as a ion of volume border. Leads to the same formulas also presence of a of weight and energy through the closed fixed surface which limits the lume of the , where h -an enthalpy. We will consider a ula for full, substantiate derivative some physical quantity - [17] .
formula ( , where h -an enthalpy. We will consider a well-known formula for full, substantiate derivative some physical quantity φ - [17] Thus, differential ratios and vice versa follow from the integrated description, these two methods of the description are absolutely equivalent with each other on the end result for thermodynamic sizes.
In work [15] it is proved that formulas (members) (32) and (33) turn out not only as a result of expansion of volume border. Leads to the same formulas also presence of a convective stream of weight and energy through the closed fixed surface which limits the set elementary volume of the , where h -an enthalpy. We will consider a well-known formula for full, substantiate derivative some physical quantity - [17] .
Results [15] and formula (32) , where h -an enthalpy. We will consider a erivative some physical quantity - [17] . 2. Integrated consideration of the law of energy conservation in a general view for moving final volume of liquid or gas leads to «expanded» option of formula for the first law of thermodynamics written down in differential form taking into account different types of technical and thermodynamic work.
